With 120 hours, you can make a difference in a child's life and get paid!
IAP 1993

Fellowships of $1,200 are available for MIT undergraduates to assist Cambridge Public School Science Resource Teachers for the month of January, and enrich a Cambridge elementary school's science curriculum...ON SITE. If you have:

- experience or interest in teaching/literaturing or
- evidence of independent work, and
- a good academic record,

submit the following:

- Your completed application form
- Two letters of recommendation.

 Deadline: Monday, November 2, 1992

Applications available Tuesday, September 29, at the Public Service Center, 3-123. For more information, call Gwendolyn Lee or Virginia Storrow at 253-0742, or stop by the Public Service Center, 3-123.

Sponsored by the Lead Foundation

---

**SPORTS**

**Men's Crew Breaks Another Record**

By Brad Lichtenstein Harvard News

Once again, the men's varsity heavyweight crew brought home gold and silver medals, this time from Saturday's New Hampshire Championship Regatta. The Engineers were first and second in both events they entered, setting course records in each.

In the open four event, the varsity four rowed through every other boat but the MIT graduate boat, where they caught up with and held for the last mile, in the process smashing the old course record by a full 2:49. The varsity four was rowed by Jed MacArthur '94, Nate Cowan '95, Brad Lichtenstein '95, John Prato '95, and coxswain Connor Horn '95. Said Horn, "The boat was functioning as a crew; that is, as a perfect team. If we perform as well or even better, we will do very well in the Head of the Charles next Sunday."

Winning times were: first, MIT varsity four, 19:26; second, MIT grad four, 19:42; and third, Colby College, 21:06.

Later, the open eights event was swept by the two varsity eights. MIT's first eight was the gold and set the course record back 26 seconds. "Even so, having started second and quickly passing the boat in front of us, we didn't feel very pressured," said Grant Abol. "Had there been somebody really pushing us, we could've been much faster."

**Women's Soccer Team Beats Wellesley 5-2**

By Gwendolyn Watanabe Crew, Page 21

The women's soccer team beat rival Wellesley College for the first time in four years last week. The 5-2 win can be attributed to a true team effort by the Beavers.

Right from the beginning, MIT consistently beat the Wellesley players on the ball. Forward Hilary Hill '95 put MIT in the lead by scoring on a breakaway after 14:10. Hill, Audrey Lia '93, and Theresa Choate '94 played a key factor in breaking down the Wellesley defense with their speed.

The MIT offense was able to take the Beavers' defensive clear directly to the goal. By keeping constant pressure on Wellesley's defense, the offense was able to complete passes, follow through on shots, and score.

Once again, the Beavers' scoring powerhouse was Chantal Wright '95, who scored two goals. Forward Sheila Davies '94 secured the game for the Beavers by scoring from the far post. Fullback Sara Lee '96 had her first goal of the season, scoring off a deflection from the Wellesley goalie.

---

**ENGINEERING**

**COMPUTER SCIENCE**

**APPLIED SCIENCE**

Individual initiative has always played a major role in Schlumberger's growth and technological leadership. Today, Schlumberger employs 53,000 people in over 100 countries with annual revenues in excess of $8 billion.

Schlumberger is comprised of two main business groups: oilfield services, which offers a complete range of energy exploration and recovery services; and Measurement and Systems which produces everything from utility meters to CAD/CAM systems.

The Schlumberger Companies value individual initiative. If you'd rather lead than follow, and enjoy the recognition that goes along with taking responsibility for the work you direct, contact us today. We'll give you the support, training and opportunity you need to meet the challenge.

**INITIATIVE**

---

**When You're Considering An Analyst Position in Investment Banking, Consider One More Thing.**

Consider the investment bank that is uniquely in tune with the abilities and aspirations of the people who comprise it. Where high professional standards are reflected in principled every day practices. Where the talent of each individual is an integral part of the team effort. And where those who choose to accept the challenges set before them grow both personally and professionally.

In Short, Consider Investment Banking at Goldman Sachs.

---

**Goldman Sachs**

**Financial Analyst Program Information Session**

Thursday, October 29, 1992
Room 4 - 163
5:30 p.m.

All undergraduates are welcome to attend.
Refreshments will be served.